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Representation in Decision Processing

The planning of rational sequences of decisions in complex environments is a hallmark of adaptive intelligence.
However, planning is plagued by the curse of dimensionality. To overcome this, it has long been suggested that
hierarchically organized modular representations may underlie the capacity of the nervous system to efficiently
and flexibly plan in high-dimensional environments. However, the neural and computational principles which
underpin such representations remain obscure.

Aims:

•Develop theory of hierarchical environment decompositions optimized for a given planning algorithm.

• Compute directly from the structure of the environment (without knowledge of optimal behavior).

• Identify behavioral and neural signatures of efficient state-space representation during planning.

Representation is key, - difficult problems can be rendered trivial if looked at in the right way. (Dayan, 1993)

Technical Details

Basic Definitions:

• A “multiple-goal” Markov decision process M := {S,A, T ,G} is composed of a set of states S, a set of actions A (a subset As of

which is associated with each state s ∈ S), and transition function T which determines the probability p(sj |si , a) := T (si , a, sj).

• A problem (s, g) is defined by a start state s ∈ S and a goal state g ∈ G and the agent’s objective is to generate a sequence of

actions a which gets the agent from s to g .

•We consider random search for planning P as a worst-case scenario, though the general approach may be applied to any planning

algorithm such as reinforcement learning or Monte Carlo tree search. The stationary state distribution is denoted by µ.

• A modularization of the state-space S is a set of Boolean matrices M := {Mi}i=1...m indicating the module membership of all

states s ∈ S. That is, for all s ∈ S, there exists i ∈ 1, . . . ,m such that

Mi(s) = 1

Mj(s) = 0 , ∀j 6= i

We define the subset of states associated with a module as Sj ⊆ S.

• A walk is a sequence of states generated by a random action policy. In contrast, a trajectory is a sequence of states generated by a

planning policy. The set of trajectories is a subset of the set of walks since the goal state cannot be repeatedly visited in a trajectory.

Induced Structures:

• Global module: a markov process MG corresponding to a “low-resolution” representation of the original MDP M where each state

corresponds to a module Mi and the transition structure TG is induced from T via marginalization over states and the planning

policy πP .

TG ,ij =
∑

i ′∈Mi ,j ′∈Mj ,a

T (si ′, a, sj ′)πP(a|si ′)µ(si ′)

• Interface states: E ⊆ S which provide access from one module to another. Exit states Eouti are interface states in Si which admit a

transition to another module. Entrance states E ini are the states in module Mi by which an agent might enter from another module.

For an “symmetric” Markov decision process, we have E = Eout = E in.

Minimum Modularized Description Length of Planning:

•We use an information-theoretic framework (Rissanen, 2007; Rosvall and Bergstrom, 2008) based on minimizing description length

(DL) to evaluate the trade-off between local and global planning resulting in the optimal modularization M∗:

M∗ := arg min
M

L(P|M)

L(P|M) := L(P|MG) +
∑

i

L(P|Mi) (MMDL)

• Let us first consider how to define the DL L(P) in an MDP without modularization (or equivalently, with the trivial modularization

where all states are members of a single module). We construct L(P) in three steps:

1 L(a(n)) the DL of an n-action trajectory based on the planning policy.

2 L(s, g) := Ea,n

[
L(a(n))

]
the DL of solving the problem (s, g). This expression is the (s, g)-th entry of the trajectory entropy

matrix H based on the planning P Markov process T (Ekroot and Cover, 1993):

H := K − K̂ + s̄−1L(a∞)∆ (H(P))

H∗ij := H(Ti ·) , Aij = s̄j

K :=
H∗ − L(a∞)

I − T + Ax
, K̂ij = Kjj , ∀j

L(a∞)ii = s̄−1
i H(T ) , L(a∞)ij = 0 , ∀i 6= j

3 Finally, the expectation over all problems is taken L(P|M) = Es,g [L(s, g |M)].

• To compute the problem DL L(s, g |M) for a nontrivial modularization M, the DLs of the global problem in MG and the

corresponding series of local “sub-problems” in modules Mi defined by substart si and subgoal gi states

L(s, g |M) = L(s, g |MG) +
∑

i L(si , gi |Mi).

• Compression Factor (CF) = ratio of Huffman codelengths of state sequences in non-modularized versus modularized state-spaces.
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•Global planning involves computing a trajectory at the coarse level of modules
Ms → · · · → Mg given a modularization M.

• Local planning problems are then solved within each module in order to “fill in the details”.

•We determine the best modularization for planning by minimizing the
modularized description length L(P|M) = L(P|MG) +

∑
i L(P|Mi)

(see MMDL, Technical Details).

Computational Results
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•What is the advantage of our approach to modularization to other approaches (Solway et al.,
2014; Foster and Dayan, 2002)?
We avoid the circular dependency between computing optimal behavior and optimal state-space
decomposition by computing directly from decision environment structure (see H(P), Technical Details).

•Does the state-space topology influence the benefits of modularized planning?

Yes, particular structural motifs enable more planning compression (MDP 2 compared to MDP 1). Note that

this modularization compression is optimized for state-goal trajectories compared to random walks.

Modularization in Goal-Directed Spatial Cognition

Local Planning Entropy in London’s Soho
JavadiSpiers2016
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• Experiment: Participants scanned (fMRI) while
virtually navigating London (Javadi et al., 2014).

• Empirical Data: Hippocampal activity during
planned, but not automatic, trajectories correlated
most strongly with changes in a state
“connectedness” measure known as degree centrality
(compared to “betweenness” and “closeness”).

•Model Prediction: Transitioning between Soho
modules Mi should increase neural activity,
correlated with local planning entropy L(P|Mi), as
new local planning processes are initiated.

•Data/Model Comparison: Local planning
entropy L(P|Mi) most strongly correlated with
degree centrality.

Soho Centrality Correlations
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(We thank H. Spiers  for sharing  unpublished results)

Route Compression on the University of Toronto Campus
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Empirical Data (Bonasia et al., 2016)
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Human Navigated Toronto TrajectoriesSimulated Modularized Soho Trajectories

Bonasia2016

Toronto Campus

(Bonasia et al, 2016)

• Experiment: Participants mentally navigated the University of Toronto campus (Bonasia et al., 2016).

• Empirical Data: Compression factors of time taken to physically walk route versus mentally navigate.

•Model Prediction: Compression factors of time taken to plan in non-modularized vs modularized
state-space representation. Generates novel prediction of a logarithmic relationship with trajectory length.

•Data/Model Comparison: Logarithmic predictions confirmed in data.
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Neural Signatures

Start/Stop Codons in Primate Prefrontal Cortex
FujiiGraybiel2003

Fujii & Graybiel, Science (2003)
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Saccade Sequence Task 4-Saccade Sequence Huffman Codes

SACCADE  
SEQUENCE

MODULE 
START STATE STATE STATE STATE MODULE 

STOP #BITS STATE STATE STATE STATE #BITS

4-5-6-7 10 0010 101 100 111 010 18 1010010 1001101 1001100 1001111 28

3-2-1-6 10 0011 0000 0001 100 010 17 1010011 101000 1010001 1001100 28

8-5-6-1 10 110 101 100 0001 010 15 1001110 1001101 1001100 1010001 28

2-5-4-9 10 0000 101 0010 011 010 16 101000 1001101 1010010 1001011 28
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• Experiment: Macaque monkeys performed saccade sequences for reward (Fujii and Graybiel, 2003).

• Empirical Data: Enhanced activity preceding first saccade and “extra-peak” responses upon the
completion of a saccade sequence.

•Model Predictions: Modularized state-space representations specifically require special “codons” for
starting a module state sequence and exiting a module.

•Data/Model Comparison: Modules corresponded to task-relevant vs task-irrelevant saccade targets.
“Extra-peak” bursts of neural activity explained as initialization and termination of task-relevant saccade
module.

“Task-Bracketing” in Rodent Dorsolateral Striatum and Infralimbic Cortex

SmithGraybiel2013

T-Maze Task T-Maze ModularizationRecording Locations

Smith & Graybiel, Neuron (2013)
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• Experiment: Rodents in T-maze task with chronically implanted electrodes (Smith and Graybiel, 2013).

• Empirical Data: Emergence of neural “task-brackets” over the course of learning.

•Model Predictions: Task-bracketing due to module entrance/exit signaling according to an optimal
modular decomposition of the environment.

•Data/Model Comparison: Spike trains from Poisson neurons encoding module entrance/exit qualitatively
agreed with the data.


